Issue 87, 28 May 2012

The income issue
As the global markets send DIY super investors running for cover, we bring the focus to generating
income from solid dividend-paying companies. In today's issue we have not one, but two different
income generating portfolios. The first is a review of our Switzer Super Report income-biased portfolio
by Paul Rickard, and its earnings have kept it in positive territory. The second is a possible portfolio
constructed by George Boubouras from UBS.
Also in the Report, Tony Negline looks at why SMSFs need to pay greater attention to income in order
to have enough cash in retirement, and it boils down to 'inflation'. Plus, I give you my market outlook,
and we have our weekly broker wrap of stock buys, holds and sells. Have a great week.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Hope is not a strategy: Peter Switzer
by Peter Switzer
Despite US stock market indexes making the best
weekly gains in a month, the failure of good news on
the eurozone front is bad news. It creates investor
anxiety and tends to lead the market to the downside.
It also leaves the market to the pros who buy and sell
all the time, and that’s the only good omen I can offer
you; the amateurs might be out of the market or
refusing to buy more, but the traders have not run for
the doors yet like they did last year.
However, we can’t rule a repeat of last year out
because the next couple of months are bound to be
really challenging. We will be in the hands of the
European Central Bank (ECB) and the eurozone
leaders who will have to either save Greece and the
euro or else ring-fence the Greeks while preparing to
back Italy and Spain.

it was down 0.22% on Friday at 1,317.82, but up
1.74% for the week; down 5.73% for the month (as I
warned, you can’t trust May), but up 4.79% for the
calendar year.
So what are the big issues to note to determine how
you want to play the next few months? My crystal ball
still backs a positive end to the year, based on my
belief resolutions will emerge over the next three to
four months and today’s doubts driven by
no-real-solution news of what is happening in Europe
can only confound the market – that’s why we’re
down for the month.
Here’s what I’m watching:
• The VIX or fear index is at 21.81, which is good
considering all the scary news around!

When in … Milan
I’m writing this from Milan and I can tell you
economic activity is happening here with cranes on
the skyline. The ECB has to look at the banks of these
two countries the way the US Federal Reserve’s Ben
Bernanke looked at the US banks – the big ones can’t
fail.
I expect, even though it doesn’t appear this way,
Europe’s key economic officials to be looking at worst
case scenarios, just as I hope the majority of Greeks
will be before the 17 June election. I also hope the
austerity intensity will be dialed back to ensure debt
repayment happens, albeit at a slower rate, while the
encouragement of economic growth is pursued in
countries such as Greece.

• The US market is trying to decouple from Europe,
with all ten sectors in the S&P 500 index up for the
week, but the test will come on 17 June when the
Greeks vote.
• Spanish banks are a worry with Bankia in need of a
$19 billion rescue package and this was double what
the Government was ready for!
• Money is leaving European banks. This has to be
stopped and this will be a big job for EU officials and
the ECB.

The Yanks will be on a public holiday Monday and so
our markets will watch the European stock price
movements.

• The US economic recovery is mixed but it is still a
genuine good news story with the Thomson
Reuters/University of Michigan’s consumer
sentiment reading coming in at a higher than
expected 79.3. This was the best reading since
October 2007 and that’s before the GFC market crash
started!

I reckon the S&P 500 index tells the story of this year;

• If Friday’s US jobs report is a bad one, it won’t help
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US market confidence, but a good one could have the
opposite effect.
• The China slowdown story and the India slowdown
as well. As big call merchant, Marc Faber, of the
Boom, Gloom & Doom newsletter, who CAN get it
right at times, is tipping another global recession and
the next few months will determine the validity of his
call, which is at odds with the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the World Bank and Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
(Gee, I wish these guys had a good forecasting track
record.)
• What Germany does on austerity and eurobonds,
which could be used to fund the weak governments
more cheaply as they would be linked more closely to
stronger eurozone governments/economies.
This week the Yanks get a lot of economic data and we
have to see improving economic data around the
world along with policies that contain debt contagion,
which could put a run on European banks.
Two big takeaways from last week were the Greek
stock market, which fell by 11.8% – a 22-year low –
and by 30% this month! The Greeks can’t ignore what
their crazy voting has done and leaving the euro will
create an even greater economic calamity.
One final thing: even with the bank problems in
Spain, the banks were down 0.4% on the Spanish
stock market and the Italian overall market was up
0.8%. This is either a case of market players being
geniuses or nincompoops. I hope this is a sign of
hope, but as I have always argued, hope is not a
strategy.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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Our high-income portfolio: third review
by Paul Rickard
Despite any positive joy from the stock market,
income seekers should still be able to achieve positive
returns. To test this theory, I thought it was time to
review the Switzer Super Report Income Portfolio to
see how it is doing.

Our income-biased portfolio (per $100,000 invested)
and its performance from 15 December 2011 to 25
May 2012 is as follows:

The good news is the return is positive – it’s better
than the market! However, with all the anxiety about,
we’re not opening the bubbly just yet.
The portfolio
On 19 December, we introduced our income-biased
portfolio of stocks. Several subscribers have asked us
to provide a regular update on its performance – this
is the third review (see 23 January and 12 March
editions).
The portfolio is forecast to generate a dividend yield
of 5.82% per annum, which given it is 97% franked,
translates to a forecast 6.87% per annum after-tax
income return in accumulation, and for a fund in
pension phase, 8.08% per annum.
Some of the key construction rules we applied are:
we started with a ‘top down approach’ to the
sectors, and introduced biases that favour
lower PE, higher yielding sectors;
in the major sectors (financials, materials,
consumer staples and energy), our sector
biases are not more than 33% away from
index;
to balance the “diversification need” and
“monitoring effort, we sought 15 to 20 stocks;
and
we confined our stock universe to the ASX
100, avoided chronically underperforming
industries and looked for companies that pay
franked dividends and have a strong record
of earnings consistency.

* Income received includes dividends declared and
payable, as the Accumulation Indices assume that
this is re-invested on the date the stock goes
ex-dividend. AGL in trading halt prior to rights
issue, price as at 23/5/12.
Performance
All stocks bar National Australia Bank (NAB) have
declared interim dividends and gone ex-dividend.
With the possible exception of David Jones, all were
in line with forecasts and there were no surprises.
When the dividend income of $2,392 is added to the
nominal loss of $1,591, the portfolio is up $801.
So, how has it doing on a relative basis? In a bull
market, we expect the portfolio to underperform the
index due to the underweight position in the ‘growth’
sectors and overweight position in ‘defensive’ sectors,
while in a bear market, we expect it to moderately
outperform.
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However, it is income we are after, so we measure the
performance against the S&P/ASX200 Accumulation
index. Further, as the accumulation index doesn’t
take into account the taxation benefits that come from
selecting fully franked stocks in a self-managed super
fund (SMSF), we have included the value of the
portfolio ‘grossed up’ to show this tax benefit.
Relative performance

While the overall market hasn’t done much and it’s
probably too early to rebalance, the individual stock
moves do highlight the old adage about
diversification. I’m tempted to cut the DJs position,
take some profits on Ramsay (have a look at their
10-year chart – it must be the best in the market), and
increase exposure to Telstra. The AGL rights issue
will provide an opportunity to go a little more
overweight in the utilities sector – this is probably the
time to take a more serious look at a rebalance.

Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.

Health stocks
Speaking of stocks such as Ramsay, the health care
sector is the star performer this calendar year.
Something to consider as you reflect on the individual
stocks in your portfolio.
Sector performance
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Equity income portfolio for cautious times
by George Boubouras
No doubt about it, Europe will continue to challenge
investor resolve in the weeks ahead. Global markets
are still in correction phase and while cyclical stocks
are clearly discounted, defensives are doing what they
are supposed to do in current markets.

combined with exposure to defensive cashflow-style
businesses; Telco’s, Gaming, Utilities, Infrastructure
and some financials offer some attractive, broadly
defensive yields for investors.
Preferred equities

Positive tones
There have been some recent positive tones with pro
growth statements from France, the United States
and China that all aim to address the austerity fatigue
currently in Europe. Importantly, strong support for
Greece to remain in the euro was reinforced,
combined with statements of supportive policy
initiatives for broader Europe – whatever it takes.
And there are “known knowns”; that is, markets have
a clear time line and the Greek elections are on 17
June.
But it is also very clear that investor concern will
remain elevated. Market valuations are cheap on so
many measures, but this is another period whereby
fundamentals are being dismissed. Therefore
defensive stocks will continue to do what they should
in times of elevated market volatility.

To recap, our preferred equity income theme (see
Table 1 below) highlights some of our equity income
preferences. The target for this style of investment is
to maximise income (including franking credits) from
investments that are reasonable. All dividends are
ultimately a promise, not a legal obligation like a
coupon, therefore quality sectors and stocks need to
be retained in your portfolio in times of investor
caution.
Table 1: Review of Core Australian Equity
Income Portfolio
AMP, CBA, CCL, DUE, NAB, TAH, TLS, TTS,
WBC, WES, WRT

Defensive profile
The defensive asset classes – Cash and Fixed Income
– are part of the average investor profile. The
problem is that cash returns are heading lower in
2011 versus 2012. Fixed income acts as the true hedge
for equities; the main Composite Bond Index is now
up 12.7% compared to a year ago.
With regard to equities, cyclicals remain cheap.
However, investor demand is cautious and therefore
defensive income-focused stocks remain an ongoing
investment theme.
Quality dividend-paying companies tend to be
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George Boubouras, Head of Investment Strategy &
Consulting, UBS Wealth Management.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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How much income do you really need to retire?
by Tony Negline
I was recently asked during a presentation why I
think inflation is a bigger curse for retirees than
workers.
I have several reasons. Firstly, workers generally deal
with inflation automatically because their wages
increase over time. Obviously, some people are better
at negotiating wage increases than others, but that’s
not the point.

about $1.1 million in income (20 x $55,000 = $1.1
million) – without taking inflation into account.
This is a fundamental mistake. In this example, we
would actually need almost $1.5 million in income,
assuming inflation is 3% each year, in order to
maintain purchasing power over twenty years.
Planning ahead

While working, we use our mental and physical
labour to earn a living. Once we retire, we cease using
our skills and begin to rely solely on the ‘labour’ of our
investments to generate our income needs.

So how do retirees build inflation into their
retirement planning? Generating inflation-linked
income over the indefinite long term is the really
complex part of retirement planning.

Cost of living increases

It’s made significantly more complex because we’re a
nation obsessed with capital values. Every investment
is discussed from the point of view of its value and not
really from the income it might generate. Ideally, we
want to buy an asset for $1 and thirty minutes later
sell it for $5.

Unfortunately, inflation doesn’t magically stop when
we stop working and many of us will be retired for at
least 20 years, if not longer. So if inflation averages
3% per annum over, say, 24 years, then prices will
double in that time.
Unlike workers, retirees have no one to negotiate with
when they need an increase in income to take
inflation into account.
The added danger with inflation for retirees is that it’s
awful impact is ignored until the horse has bolted.
How much cash do you need?
For example, the Association of Super Funds of
Australia (ASFA) estimates that a couple would need
over $55,000 per annum – or about $1,060 per week
– to have a comfortable retirement.
When planning, many people work out how they
might generate that level of income over the medium
to long term. It is a common mistake that over 20
years, many people would try and pay themselves

To put it another way, we’re a nation of optimistic
upside speculators. In reality, this attitude makes life
very difficult for retirees trying to generate
inflation-linked income.
If you’re trying to pay yourself income using capital
values as your major focus, then I can guarantee that
you’ll run out of money very quickly. Take the
following simple example, which comes from my book
on self-managed super funds:
Example
Suppose an investor puts $100,000 into a managed
fund that has a $1 unit price, which means they ‘own’
100,000 units. Suppose that after several years the
unit price has increased to $2. Their 100,000 units
are now worth $200,000.
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If the investor wants to pay themselves $10,000 in
income from this fund, they would need to sell 5,000
units while the unit price was $2.
Now suppose the unit price crashes to 75 cents, but
they still wish to pay themselves $10,000 in income.
They will now need to sell 13,333.33 units.
Under this second scenario, units are literally walking
out the door as income. This problem is exacerbated
because fund managers must value all their assets at
the prevailing market price.
Two lots of $10,000 in income have seen almost 20%
of the person’s retirement assets disappear. Not a
great long-term strategy.
This problem is also exacerbated because some fund
managers constantly turn portfolios over as they try
to generate investment returns by taking positions (or
bets) on constantly changing asset prices.
Increasing income is key
In this complex environment, we can’t put our head
under the bed covers and hope the problem will
disappear.
We need to construct a portfolio that generates
increasing income over the long term. We can’t do
this by focusing on the current yield (or income
return) of an asset because it often gives no guide
about future income.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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The broker wrap: mixed week of ratings
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Changes to stockbroker ratings in the past
week

the broker sees margin concerns for the regional
lender as being overplayed by the market. This
implies value at current levels.
Macquarie has also upgraded a number of other
ratings, moving to Outperform on Ramsay Health
Care (RHC) post a review of private health
expectations. Revenue growth and margin expansion
should continue and given this, Macquarie has lifted
earnings estimates and price target, which supports
the upgrade.

The changes in recommendations by the eight brokers
in the FNArena database have been fairly evenly
spread between upgrades and downgrades in the past
week. The changes bring total Buy ratings to 49.13%.

Royal Wolf (RWH) has expanded its rental fleet
and this has prompted Macquarie to adjust its
earnings forecasts and price target. The changes have
improved the value on offer and sees the broker
upgrade it to an Outperform. Macquarie has also
upgraded QBE Insurance (QBE) to Outperform on
valuation grounds.

Upgrades

While still seeing BlueScope (BSL) as a high-risk
play, BA-Merrill Lynch has upgraded it to a Buy due
to its current increases in steel margins, an improved
balance sheet and an improvement in downside risk
scenarios.

Among the stocks upgraded were three companies in
the oil and gas sector, where Citi has reviewed ratings
following recent share price underperformance. Citi
has upgraded both Aurora Oil and Gas (AUT) and
Beach Energy (BPT) to Neutral, while Oil Search
(OSH) has been upgraded to Buy.

James Hardie (JHX) beat Deutsche Bank’s
forecasts with its full-year profit result, enough so the
broker has lifted estimates and its price target for the
stock. Growth potential from a recovery in the US
economy has prompted Deutsche to upgrade it to a
Buy.

In all three cases, valuation has improved despite a
weakening share price, the analysts assure. They like
Oil Search in particular for its low-risk growth and the
upside from LNG projects being developed.

JP Morgan has reviewed the Australian media sector
and for Prime Media (PRT), the stockbroker’s
price target has increased slightly, which justifies a
shift to an Outperform rating.

Elsewhere, Macquarie has upgraded Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank (BEN) to Outperform, as while
earnings estimates and price target are unchanged,

Downgrades
Following the sale of its 50% stake in the Port of
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Portland, Deutsche sees risk Australian
Infrastructure (AIX) will use the proceeds to
internalise management. The asset sale generates an
increase in price target but on valuation grounds the
broker has downgraded it to Hold.
Campbell Brothers (CPB) delivered a solid profit
result, but Macquarie continues to see risk of a
pullback in exploration spending by junior resources
companies. This has the potential to impact
Campbell’s minerals division earnings and this
suggests limited scope for outperformance. To reflect
this, Macquarie has downgraded it to a Hold.
Macquarie has also downgraded Westpac (WBC) to
Hold given lower margin expectations for banks in
general. The resulting changes in forecasts saw the
broker lower its price target for the stock.
Interim earnings for Elders (ELD) disappointed
Citi’s, a major issue being the lack of progress evident
in operations in the core rural services business. Cuts
to earning’s forecasts and price target support the
broker’s downgrade to Neutral.
Citi also downgraded Graincorp (GNC) to Hold
post interim profit results. Citi was impressed and
lifted earnings forecasts for the next three years, but
the downgrade reflects the recent share price
increase.
Weak earnings guidance from Ridley Corporation
(RIC) was enough for RBS Australia to downgrade it
to Hold as revised earnings forecasts suggest the stock
is fair value around current levels.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill
Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan,
Macquarie, RBS and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.

Still weak retail sales and the expected impact on
volumes and margins for Myer (MYR) saw RBS also
downgrade its rating to Hold. While management are
doing a reasonable job in RBS’s view, there is little
that can counter the weak trading environment at
present and this limits any scope for share price
outperformance.
Change in earnings forecasts (EF) in cents per
share
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The week ahead
Australia
Monday 28 May: Speech by RBA Governor Glenn Stevens to Payments symposium
Wednesday 30 May: Retail trade figures (April)
Wednesday 30 May: Construction work done (March)
Thursday 31 May: Private investment data (April)
Thursday 31 May: Building approvals figures (April)
Thursday 31 May: Private sector credit data (April)
Friday 1 June: RP Data/Rismark Home value data (May)
Overseas
Tuesday 29 May: US Case Shiller home prices index (March)
Tuesday 29 May: US Consumer confidence index (May)
Thursday 31 May: US GDP data (March quarter)
Thursday 31 May: US ADP private-sector Employment (May)
Friday 1 June: US non-farm payrolls figures (employment for May)
Friday 1 June: US ISM manufacturing survey (May)
AGMs
Monday 28 May: Oz Minerals (OZL)
Tuesday 29 May: Ivanhoe Australia (IVA)
Wednesday 30 May: Sino Gas & Energy (SEH)
Thursday 31 May: Metal Storm (MST)
Thursday 31 May: Gondwana Resources (GDA)
Monday 4 June: Oceanagold Corporation (OGC)

Did you know?
Some banks have created special loans for SMSFs wanting to borrow to invest in property. To find out more,
read Paul Rickard's road tests of St.George's Super Fund Home Loan and Commonwealth Bank's Super Gear
Loan.
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